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Israel creates separate air force command for
attacks on Iran

By Global Research
Global Research, June 10, 2008
Voice of Russia 10 June 2008

In-depth Report: IRAN: THE NEXT WAR?,
PALESTINE

Israel is creating a separate air force command for attacks on Iran. This is what Iran’s
satellite  television,  “Press-TV”,  reported with a reference to sources in  Israel’s  military
circles. A new structure should improve interaction between the ballistic missile and anti-
aircraft units. The report of the “Press-TV” has emerged amid the current escalation of
tension  between  Iran  and  Israel  that  was  triggered  by  statements  of  the  minister  of
transport of the Jewish state Shaul Mofaz about the possibility of a missile strike on Iran. He
voiced certainty that the USA would support the would-be missile strike. Russia’s foreign
ministry warns that the use of force in the settlement of Iran’s nuclear issue is fraught with a
catastrophe.
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